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The Ruffians Rant

The 1st Lady set to the 2d Gent: turn round with both hands the 1st Gent: does the same with the 2d Lady Lead down the middle up again Allemand then swing corners and lead a side
This and the following may be danced as a new Medley

Neil Gow's Strathspey

by D. Macintyre

T 1st and 2d Cu: set and change sides back again
lead down the middle up again the 1st and 2 Cu:
poussette half round
Deel's Dead.

1st 2nd & 3rd Cu: Reel on each side Lead down the middle Up again & Allemande Hands 4 round Back again Right and left at top.
Lady Jane Douglas' Strathspey.

by W. C.

The 1\textsuperscript{st} & 2\textsuperscript{d} Cu: Set & Change sides Back again Lead down the middle up again
The 1\textsuperscript{st} & 2\textsuperscript{d} Cu: Pousette
Cas-t off 2 Cu: up again lead down the middle up again
Allemand swing corners and lead outsides
The 1st Cu: Swing Round 4. The 2nd Cu: do the same 4.
The 1st Cu: Lead down the middle Up again 4. The 2nd Cu: do the same 4.
The 1st & 2nd Cu: Poufette 4.
Richer's Hornpipe

The 1st & 2d Cu: Set & Change sides & Back again Lead down the middle twice ☞
Up again ☞ Hands 4 Round & Right & Left. ☞
Turn your Partner half round with the right hand and the 2d Gent: half round with the left hand the Gent: does the same with the 2d. Lady then turn the 2d Gent: half round with the right hand and your partner half round with the left hand the Gent: does the same with the 2d. Lady Lead down the middle up again Allemand and pousette.
Miss Cruickshanks Strathspey

The 1st & 2d Cu: Set & Hands cross Back again Lead down the middle
Up again " Right & Left at top "

by W.C.
1st and 2d Cu: hands across and back again lead down the middle up again Right and Left at top.

The Irish quick Step
The 1st Cu: set to the 2d Lady and hands 3 round the same with the Gent: lead down the middle up again and Allemand.

Mrs Murray of Auchtentyre

1st and 2d Cu: set half Right and Left the same back again, lead down the middle up again & Allemand.
Mifs Katty Hall's

The 1st Lady sets to the 2d Gent: & turns him with both Hands.
The 1st Gent: does the same with the 2d Lady Lead down the middle.
Up again Right & Left at top.
The Highland Skip

Cast off 2. Cut up again lead down the middle up again hands 4 round at bottom Right and Left at top...
The Braes of Marr

Set and change sides and back again lead down
the middle up again and Allemand.

Cameron has got his Wife again
Set and hands across and back again
lead down the Middle up again and
Allemand

Colonel Mackenzies Reel by W.C.

The 1st Lady set to the 2nd Gent: and go
round him to her own place the 1st Gent: do the
same: lead down the middle up again and Allemand.
Mifs Bishop's Waltz

1st Part to be Play'd an 3/8th lower

1st Cu: set to the 2d. Lady and hands 3 round then to the 2d.
Gent: lead down the middle up again and poufsette with the 2d.
Cu: quite round and Allemand
Lady Cholmondley's Waltz

The 1st Lady change places with the 2d Gent: the 1st Gent: change places with 2d Lady. Lead down the middle up again Allemand and Poufsette round
Lady Mary Stopford’s Reel.

1st & 2d Cu: Set & Change sides Back again Lead down the middle Up again and Allemande.
The 1st Lady change Place with the 2d Gent; The 1st Gent: change Place with the 2d Lady, Lead down the middle Up again Allemande ... and Swing Corners.
Cast off 2 Cu: up again lead down the middle up again
cross over one Cu: half Right and Left at top
Mrs. Stewart's Reel

Cast off 2 Cu: up again lead down the middle up again hands 4 quite 'round and back, again cross over right and left
CROSSES over two Couple lead up the middle.

hands four at bottom right and left at top.
Lead twice down the middle up again
Allemand swing corners & lead outsides
with your Partner
Bung your Eye

The 1st Cu: set to the 2d. Lady hands three round the same with the 2d Gent: lead down the middle up again hands six round